
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

IN DETAIL:

Richard's coverage of breaking news which has spanned two decades has seen
him report on a range of stories from the death of Yasser Arafat, the Lockerbie
Pan AM 103 crash to the death of Michael Jackson. Prior to joining CNN he
worked at the BBC where he was the North American business correspondent
based on Wall Street for 12 years. He is also the established airline and avia on
correspondent at CNN. He also presents the monthly CNN Business Traveller
show. As a business travel specialist he has become a voice of authority on
subjects like the launch of the Airbus A380. Richard is Bri sh, holds a LLB (Hons)
degree in Law from Leeds University and was called to the Bar.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Richard Quest is a brilliant speaker on business and management issues, full of
energy, humour and insights as well as a world class facilitator. An experienced
speaker at interna onal events, he shares his learnings and insights to help others
to grow business and also innova on.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Richard's dynamic and dis nc ve style makes him a unique figure in the field of
business broadcas ng.

Richard Quest is CNN's foremost interna onal business correspondent and presenter of Quest Means Business, the defini ve
word on how we earn and spend our money. QMB destroys the myth that business is boring, bridging the gap between hard
economics and entertaining television.

Richard Quest
CNN's Leading Interna onal Business Correspondent

He is one of the most instantly recognisable members of the CNN team

International Business
Business Travel
Green Tourism
Presenter and Facilitator
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